23 March 2009
CLASS 465 TRAINS WITH NEW HITACHI TRACTION DRIVE HANDED BACK TO
SOUTHEASTERN AS SCHEDULED
Technology upgrade significantly improves train reliability

LONDON, 23 MARCH 2009 – Hitachi Europe Rail Group today announced that the first Class
465 unit with Hitachi traction technology have been handed back to Southeastern on schedule
and this prototype unit will start revenue service today.

Hitachi was contracted to replace the traction equipment on the 465/0 and 465/1 Networker units.
The project is on schedule. Starting in April 2009, the modification of the full fleet will commence
at Ashford lasting until April 2010.

The replacement traction system has to seamlessly fit into the existing vehicles and will improve
the traction reliability of the units by a factor of 10. To achieve this, Hitachi utilised the latest
traction technology coupled with specific design considerations aimed at equalling or bettering
train safety, train performance, route availability, and operational flexibility of the units.

The main driver behind the contract was to improve reliability of the units and the Hitachi design
focused on removing components out of the existing design that were perceived as a risk to
reliability. The replacement traction system is designed to enable the train to work to schedule
even if one out of the four traction inverters on a unit were to fail.

Alistair Dormer, General Manager at Hitachi Europe Rail Group said:
“When we accepted the order to integrate our traction system in the existing Class 465 Networker
trains, we also accepted the challenge to prove that our leading edge technology could be fitted
into older rolling stock. We have fully mastered this challenge and seeing our first train go into
service today is proof of that. In addition, we have completed the work on the contracted delivery
date and are proud that this means uninterrupted service for both the train operator and
travellers. Our commitment to the UK rail industry is as strong as ever and I am very pleased that
by working effectively in partnership with HSBC Rail and Southeastern we have achieved this
important milestone on time.”
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01628 585 379
Daniela.karthaus@hitachi-eu.com
 About Hitachi Europe Ltd.
Hitachi Europe Ltd. is a wholly owned subsidiary of Hitachi, Ltd., Japan. Headquartered in
Maidenhead, UK, it has operations in 16 countries and employs over 5400 people across Europe, the
Middle East and Africa. As a 'Best Solutions Partner' Hitachi Europe tailors its services and solutions to
meet the specific needs of its customers. Hitachi Europe comprises eleven key business areas: Rail
systems, power and industrial systems; information systems; high performance computing; digital
media, consumer products; automotive; air-conditioning and refrigeration systems; procurement and
sourcing; and corporate technology group (research & development) and the Hitachi Design Centre.
For more information about Hitachi Europe Ltd., please visit http://www.hitachi.eu.
 About Hitachi Ltd.
Hitachi, Ltd., (NYSE: HIT / TSE: 6501), headquartered in Tokyo, Japan, is a leading global electronics
company with approximately 390,000 employees worldwide. Fiscal 2007 (ended March 31, 2008)
consolidated revenues totaled 11,226 billion yen ($112.3 billion). The company offers a wide range of
systems, products and services in market sectors including information systems, electronic devices,
power and industrial systems, consumer products, materials, logistics and financial services. For more
information on Hitachi, please visit the company's website at http://www.hitachi.com.
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